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Monte Carlo spin simulations were coupled to a Voronoi microstructure-generator to predict the
magnitude and behavior of exchange bias in a ferromagnet/antiferromagnet (AF) thin film bilayer
with a nanocrystalline microstructure. Our model accounts for the effects of irregular grain-shapes,
finite-sized particles, and the possible presence of local random-fields originating from the
antiferromagnet’s grain-boundary regions. As the grain-boundary represents a crystal-structure
distortion, we model the local effect on the exchange constants in the Gaussian approximation
which can cause regions resembling a spin glass confined to an unusual 2D topology. Although an
ensemble of completely disconnected AF grains isolated by non-magnetic barriers provides a small
exchange bias, the introduction of a spin-glass network at the boundaries causes a four-fold
enhancement in the magnitude of the loop-shift. This implies the importance of local grain-boundary
behavior in defect-engineered antiferromagnets. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4890580]
Antiferromagnetism is a common state of spin order
in condensed matter; however, the interfacial behavior
near a break in translational symmetry is challenging to
understand owing to the plethora of additional effects that
emerge.1–4 Thin film antiferromagnets form a core com-
ponent in contemporary data storage,4 and are poised to
play a unique role in the next generation of spin-based
electronics.5–7 In particular, the ability to induce an effec-
tive unidirectional anisotropy known as exchange bias
(EB) using an antiferromagnet (AF) coupled to a ferro-
magnet (FM) in various nanoarchitectures provides a cru-
cial functionality to design5 and switch6,7 spin structures
at atomic scales. Macroscopically, exchange bias is well
known to lead to shifts of the ferromagnet hysteresis loop
and an increase in coercivity.2 The precise microscopic
mechanisms for these symptoms, however, have remained
heavily debated.3,4 Here, we present a model for the mi-
croscopic formation of a weak net ferromagnetic moment
responsible for exchange bias in nanocrystalline (NC)
antiferromagnets. Past models have explained the source
of similar surface moments in specific cases such as epi-
taxial films due to natively uncompensated surfaces,3
interface roughness,8 or magnetization from antiferromag-
netic domain walls.9 Prior work has emphasized the mag-
netic role of the single interface at the junction between
the FM and AF, whereas less consideration has been
given to the possible presence of multiple interfaces
within the antiferromagnet itself. This is crucial for nano-
crystalline AFs, which are structurally characterized by
grain sizes in the 1–250 nm range and possess a large
volume fraction (50%) of atoms positioned at grain-
boundary interfaces.10,11 Grain boundaries typically consist
of dislocations or amorphous regions which dramatically
modify properties such as hardness, specific-heat, and
diffusivity.10,11 It is well-accepted that EB is often maxi-
mized in FM/AF films using a nanocrystalline AF (Ref. 2)
rather than chemically similar epitaxial films. The maximum
EB field HEB scales inversely with AF grain size in polycrys-
talline NiO and CoO (Refs. 12 and 13) and this is connected
to a similar relationship between the AF domain size and
exchange bias in epitaxial films.14,15 Contemporary industrial
spin valves rely on antiferromagnetic materials with small
grains (5–30 nm).4 Given that grain morphology is a key fac-
tor influencing EB-behavior in this important material
class,3,4 it seems necessary to revisit the contemporary mi-
croscopic models to re-examine the effect of disorder in the
context of nanocrystalline antiferromagnets.
For isolated AF nanometer-sized particles, Neel pre-
dicted an uncompensated moment expected from the finite-
size constraint preventing the cancellation of staggered
magnetization.1 In interconnected nanograins, however,
there is a possibility of a modified boundary exchange
interaction.16 Using geometric atomistic arguments, Takano
et al. calculated the density of uncompensated moments in
an elliptical AF grain showing these scaled as L1, where L
is the characteristic diameter of the grain.12 Other models
used rectangular grains of uniform size17 or treated the spins
in a grain particle as a collective entity.18–21 All of this
pioneering work, however, made assumptions: that antiferro-
magnetic order was perfectly disrupted at a grain-boundary;12
that grains form well-ordered arrays with regularly shaped
boundaries;18 or that the net AF surface magnetization
remains irreversible during the magnetic hysteresis.12 Here,
we shall explore the consequences of relaxing these assump-
tions. Our main proposal is that the modifications at a grain-
boundary are intimately linked to the properties of the local
0003-6951/2014/105(3)/032402/5/$30.00 VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC105, 032402-1
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magnetic network. The structural effects at a grain bound-
ary are diverse, as is their effect on the magnetic environ-
ment. High-resolution microscopy shows modified local
bonding angles16 and variance in interatomic separation.22
Based on the general understanding of amorphous magnets,
we argue that these features preserve the magnetic moment
but introduce disorder into the exchange coupling inte-
grals.16 In such cases, the molecular fields at the grain
boundaries may be “damaged” to follow a random distribu-
tion resulting from the disorganized local environment in-
terrupting AF order to a variable degree16,23–25 analogous
to boundaries in ferromagnets.26 As the local magnetic
effects of an irregular grain-boundary interface have not
been considered in past microscopic models, existing theo-
ries invoke a phenomenological parameter termed the
“contact fraction” C*, intrinsic bias Hie, or effective interfa-
cial coupling distribution to explain the correct magnitude
of EB.4,19,27 Such parameters are difficult to predict,
because they involve the net effect of uncompensated sur-
face AF spins due to specific grain orientations12 along
with emergent magnetic behavior from interfacial rough-
ness, defects, and grain-boundaries.27 In this work, we sim-
ulate NC ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic layered films
with a 3D atomic-scale spin model using only reasonable
values of the fundamental exchange integrals as input. This
is shown to produce the correct order of magnitude of EB
without further assumptions. For the sake of completeness,
we considered both magnetic and non-magnetic grain boun-
daries. The wide parameter space where our model pro-
duces exchange bias offers a satisfying explanation for why
EB is ubiquitous in nanocrystalline AFs.
To generate the nanocrystalline microstructure, we
employed the standard algorithm for Voronoi tessellation
which mimics a process of crystallization where a number of
grains simultaneously nucleate and expand isotropically at
an identical rate.28 This method approximates a realistic
grain distribution for thin film materials on different types
of lattices,29 and has been used for mechanical stress
calculations28,30 and to model NC ferromagnets.26 The over-
all distribution depends on the number of grain centers which
is expressed as the nucleation density qV, which is the
fraction of randomly distributed sites that behave as nuclea-
tion points. Each spin is assigned to belong to the grain
linked by the nearest common nucleation point.31 Although
the geometric construction is unique for each random seed,
the average distribution resembles the common experimental
form4 and can be fitted with a log-normal function
f ðxÞ ¼ A0 exp ð½lnðx=x0Þw 
2Þ, where A0 is the mode of the dis-
tribution, x0 is related to the mean of the distribution, and w
is the width parameter. The fits to the histograms generated
from averaging over ten random seeds are shown in Fig. 1,
and the results are summarized in the inset, along with a
plane-view image of the grain structure on the 128 128
cubic spin lattice, viewed along the [100] direction normal to
the film plane. After constructing the microstructure, defects
are placed at the boundaries dividing each grain.
To account for spin behavior in proximity to the defect
wall separating two grains, we adopt a Hamiltonian closely
based on the Domain State Model9 consisting of a FM
coupled to a disordered AF
H¼JFM
X
i;j2FM
~Si ~Sj 
X
i2FM
ðKsFMS2ixþKuFMS2izþ l~Bext ~SiÞ

X
i;j2AF
JijAF
~Si ~Sj 
X
i2AF
ðKuAFS2izþ l~Bext ~SiÞ

X
i2AF; j2FM
Jijint
~Si ~Sj : (1)
The summations are performed on a simple cubic lattice
considering only the exchange coupling with the six cubic-
nearest neighbors. The first line in Eq. (1) describes a
FM with total spin j~Si j ¼ 1 (and total magnetic moment l),
ferromagnetic exchange JFM¼ 1, uniaxial anisotropy KuFM
¼ 0:1JFM, and shape anisotropy KsFM ¼ 0:1JFM. The
second line considers a disordered AF with j~Si j ¼ 1 and
JijAF ¼ 0:5JFM (when neither i nor j are defects). The third
line describes a ferromagnetic interaction between FM and
AFM in the interface with Jijint ¼ 0:5JFM.
Grain-boundary sites in the AF lattice are replaced by
defects where JijAF and Si is modified in various ways accord-
ing to the distributions specified in Fig. 2. We investigate four
possible types of magnetic grain boundaries: non-magnetic,
modulated, weakened, or glassy exchange networks. For the
first case, j~Si j ¼ 0:0 and JijAF ¼ 0 (when i is a defect site),
whereas for the other scenarios j~Si j ¼ 1 but the local value of
JijAF is a random variable drawn from a Gaussian distribution
FIG. 1. Histogram of grain volumes for different nucleation percentage
averaged over 10 simulations. Solid lines are a fit to the data with a log-
normal function. The insets show the fitting results and the simulated grain
structure on the 128 128 cubic lattice.
FIG. 2. Parameters used in the exchange bias simulation to model different
types of spin behavior at the AF grain-boundary when i is a defect spin, hJiji
is the mean, and r is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution.
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which retains a constant value set at the beginning of the sim-
ulation, mimicking the effect of quenched disorder associated
with a variable structural environment. The grain-boundary is
taken to be one atomic spin thick. The bilayer consists of a
single FM monolayer (tFM¼ 1) in contact with four layers of
Ising AF material (tAF¼ 4) with a lateral dimension of
128 128 so that a total of 81 920 spins were included.
Periodic boundary conditions were applied in the lateral
dimension. Here, we model the AF as a system having
high anisotropy (Ising) since the effect of random-anisotropy
has been studied before,17,18,32 but it is necessary to isolate
the specific effects of intra-antiferromagnet grain-boundary
exchange. We assume that the spins in the grain boundaries
couple equally to the FM so that Jgrainint ¼ Jbulkint . In the current
work, the FM is of Heisenberg-type and was approximated as
a single-grain entity. Throughout later sections, the reduced
temperature s is expressed in natural units of the strongest
exchange energy (JFM) such that s¼ kBT/JFM and the field is
written in reduced form b¼ lBext in units of the FM exchange
parameter JFM. To simulate field-cooling, the sample is initial-
ized in the paramagnetic state (s> 1.45) and cooled to s¼ 0.1
in a saturating field along the in-plane ẑ direction with magni-
tude b¼ 0.2 taking 103 Monte-Carlo steps (total steps per
spin) per 0.1 temperature interval. A trial step involves a small
rotation of the spin around the unit sphere for the Heisenberg
spins or a spin-flip in ẑ for the Ising spins. A standard heat-
bath algorithm is used for accepting moves.33 At s¼ 0.1, the
field is swept between b¼ –0.25 and b¼ 0.25 to simulate a
hysteresis loop in a similar method to Ref. 9. The EB field is
bEB¼ (bc1þ bc2)/2, where bc1 and bc2 are the first and second
coercive fields.
Fig. 3(a) illustrates typical magnetic hysteresis loops for
the FM obtained at s¼ 0.1, where different AF grain-
boundary behaviors were adopted for identical geometrical
grain distributions (qV¼ 0.05). In all cases, an EB field is
evident in the FM and, by comparing the magnetic hysteresis
loops of the AF layers in Figs. 3(b)–3(d), it is clear that the
grain boundaries greatly influence the AF response. Fig. 3(b)
illustrates a typical AF hysteresis loop obtained for the non-
magnetic boundary. The coercivity/saturation and vertical
shift in the AF imply a small rotatable interfacial moment of
0.5%Msat and frozen interfacial moment of 0.75%Msat,
respectively. Fig. 3(c) shows the case for a modulated
boundary. The AF obtains a frozen moment of 1% and rotat-
able moment of 3.5%. For the weakened grain-boundary
shown in Fig. 3(d), an increased paramagnetic signal origi-
nates from the interface evident in the non-saturating hyster-
esis loop as a result of more spins with low JijAF.
37 This does
not result in a larger EB, as the irreversible component is
small (<1%Msat). Fig. 3(e) is an example of the glassy
type of grain-boundary providing a larger bias than the other
scenarios. The vertical shift of the bulk antiferromagnetic
spins is the largest (10%Msat) and the interfacial regions are
highly polarized (reaching approximately 30% of their
“ferromagnetic” arrangement). The relaxation of magnetiza-
tion on the time-scales of the measurement causes a failure
to obtain a closed loop which is a precondition for the mag-
netic training effect.
Fig. 4 summarizes the dependence of the EB field and
coercivity for the various grain-boundary types versus the
equivalent average grain diameter calculated from the grain
surface area based on the fitted parameters from Fig. 1 simu-
lations with different qV. Each data point have been averaged
over ten random microstructural seeds to reduce statistical
error. Remarkably, Fig. 4 shows that, for all boundary types,
the EB scales approximately as L1 in accordance with
Takano’s results for CoO (Ref. 12) although our model
assumes a very different, flat [100] surface that is nominally
FIG. 3. Hysteresis loops of the (a) FM and AF for (b) spin zero, (c) glassy,
(d) modulated, and (e) weakened grain-boundary types in the field-cooled
state.
FIG. 4. (a) Exchange bias and (b) coercivity dependency on inverse mean
grain size showing approximately linear scaling with different types of
grain-boundary defect behavior. The lines are guides for the eye.
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compensated. This suggests that grain-geometry is a dominant
force affecting the relative strength of EB, whereas the overall
magnitude is set by the details of the grain-boundary.
Experimentally it is known that patterning continuous AF/FM
films into nanodots cuts the grain distribution and introduces
new contributions to exchange bias from edge-effects.34 In
direct connection to experiment, our simulation implies that a
frustrated AF structure at an irregular grain edge provides a
contribution to bias.34
The peak magnitude of EB for the non-magnetic, modu-
lated, and weakened grain-boundary types is bEB0.01/JFM,
which is the correct order of magnitude for experiment.9 On
the other hand, the EB for the glassy-exchange is four times
larger bEB  0.04/JFM. Despite the zero average exchange
across the glassy boundary, the wide variance includes the
possibility of ferromagnetic bonds which greatly assist the
formation of EB. This concurs with a previous theoretical
study which showed a much larger EB for a Gaussian
spin-glass.35 Significant EB has been seen in spin-glasses
experimentally.36 As seen in Fig. 4(b), coercivity increases
slightly for the non-magnetic, modulated, and weakened
grain-boundary types and scales approximately as L–1. This
correlates with the increasing number of rotatable AF inter-
facial moments. The large linear increase of coercivity for
the glassy boundary implies that the mixture of ferromag-
netic and antiferromagnetic interactions induce a larger ani-
sotropy. This is analogous to model EB systems with rough
interfaces,8 where rotable AFM spins are embedded in the
interfacial matrix of FM spins (or vice versa) yielding an
induced anisotropy.
Direct examination of the AF domain structure using
X-ray techniques may allow experimentalists to deduce the
types of boundaries in specific materials.15 Fig. 5 shows a
picture of AF phase domain structure in a section of the
128 128 (60 60 nm) simulated film plane after field-
cooling for the four different types of grain boundaries at
qV¼ 0.05. Analysis of the AF phase domains for the non-
magnetic boundary in Fig. 5(a) shows that the majority of
particles possess a single AF domain, and domain walls do
not traverse the grain-boundary. The AF is ordered within
each grain, but neighboring grains may be out-of-phase with
one other. A similar situation is apparent for the glassy type
of boundary where hJiji¼ 0, although regions of the grain
boundaries possess short-range ferromagnetic order apparent
in the high density of point defects in the AF order
parameter. By contrast, a long-range domain state is realized
in weakened and modulated grain boundaries in Figs. 5(c)
and 5(d), with domain walls that are weakly pinned to the
grain-boundaries but may also cross them. The domain struc-
ture is similar to the standard Domain State model.9
The main conclusion of this work is that grain-boundary
defects can enhance the weak net magnetic moment at the
surface of an antiferromagnetic layer. Terminating the anti-
ferromagnetic domain at a boundary encourages the produc-
tion of uncompensated moments. For statistical reasons, this
can occur even for completely decoupled grains. However,
in the case of randomly coupled grains, there is still an
energetic advantage to forming a domain state due to
random-field point defects.9 Our model reproduces the
relation between AF domain-size and EB, as observed exper-
imentally,15 and confirms the importance of small antiphase-
domains in producing an uncompensated moment such as
that detected with atomic-scale microscopy.38 In our model,
EB scales approximately as L–1 with no apparent limit.12,13
Future investigations are needed to establish whether larger
grains are required to stabilize to EB in low anisotropy antifer-
romagnets as suggested, for example, in Ref. 4. Controlling
magnetic grain-boundary behavior in nanocrystalline materi-
als may lead to defect-engineering of other unique and previ-
ously unanticipated properties.
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